A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

NOV. 13 AT 7:00
NOV. 14 AT 2:00 & 7:00

General Admission: $16
Children Under 12, ASB, Seniors: $14
Booster and ASB Discount for Matinee: $12

CTE GRAPHICS EMMA GONZALES & JILLIAN POLANCIC
STAGE YOUR FUTURE at AMDA

Early Action Auditions Through 2015
Results in 3 Weeks!
Monthly Auditions at AMDA Hollywood Campus
866.674.0979 • amda.edu

ACTING
DANCE THEATRE
MUSIC THEATRE
PERFORMING ARTS
HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER CONSERVATORY
The SSHS Performing Arts Center
Santa Susana High School
Vocal Music Department Presents...

A SPOONFUL OF SUGAR

Directed by
Bevin Abbe

Accompanied by
Matthew Park

Technical Advisory by
Irene Silbert

Senior Project
Jose Palacios

PRODUCTION STAFF

Technical Director
Lisette Mungia
Stage Manager
Kristen Ivey
Lighting
Dante Smith,
Spotlight
Kristen Ivey and Brian Nguyen
Sound
Ian Joslin, CJ Schmider,
Stagehands
Sydney Stolla and Kyle Reelf
Rigging
Josh Bozarth, Skylar Nguyen, Artem Pekov
Program Cover Design
Emma Gonzalez, Jillian Polancic
Backstage Manager
Harry Braglin
Backstage Sound
Kate Stellmacher, Rae Marcos,
Destiny Zelaya
Runners
Mikayla Davis, Cass Staples, Waverly Carr

* Please turn off all electronics.
* Flash photography and video taping is strictly prohibited.
* There will be a professional video of the performance available for purchase.
SHOW ORDER

ACT I

Sing-Co-Pation Show Choir

Mary Poppins Part I
Chim Chim Cher-ee
A Spoonful of Sugar
Practically Perfect
Jolly Holiday
Soloists: Andrzej Krassner-Cybulski, Abigail Franks, Grant Measures

Music & Lyrics by
Richard M. Sherman
Robert B. Sherman arr. by Mac Huff

Musettes Women’s Choir

Dear John, Dear John
Three Songs From Sweden
Soloists: Nicole Corvi, Jessica Smith

Stephen M. Hopkins
Arr. by Henry Hallstrom

Vocal Ensemble

Cloths of Heaven
Du Du Liegst Mir im Herzen
Music by Victor C. Johnson
Arr. in English by Keith Christopher

Vocal Men

Pat-a-Pan
Arr. by David Conte

Abbe Road A Capella

Jet Pack Blues
Soloists: James VanHouten, Eric Bui, Grant Measures,
Judy Tanner, Sara Gossom, Nick Meyer
By Fall Out Boy
Arr. by Suzi Bloom

Spooky
Soloist: Kyle Green
Arr. by Kerry Marsh
SHOW ORDER
Advanced Women’s Choir

Boogie Woogie
Music by Hughie Prince
Transcribed by Alan Glasscock
Soloist: Savannah Ozak

Sentimental Journey
Arr. by Hawley Ades
Soloists: Victoria McLaughlin and Olivia Vargas

Solo

At Last
by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
Soloist: Leah Robin

Musical Theatre

Opening For a Princess
From Once Upon A Mattress
Soloist: Grant Measures

Vocal Ensemble

Mik’Maq Honour Song
by Lydia Adams

Intermission

ACT II

Show Choir

Mary Poppins Part II
Feed the Birds
Music & Lyrics by Richard M. Sherman
Robert B. Sherman arr. by Mac Huff
Soloist: Amanda Marks

Vocal Ensemble

Fa Una Canzone
by Orazio Vecchi
Kaki Lambe
Arr. by Brian Tate
SHOW ORDER

Mass Women

O Occhi Manza Mia  Music by Orlando di Lasso

Women’s Choir

Chanson D’Amour  Words by Paul-Armand Silvestre

Parting Glass  Traditional
Arr. by The Wailin’ Jennys

Solo

Scarborough Fair  Traditional English Ballad
Soloist: Suzi Bloom

Advanced Women’s

Songbird  by Sarah Quartel

Prayer Of The Children  Words & Music by Kurt Bestor
Arr. by Andrea S. Klouse

Dancing Song  by Zoltan Kodaly

Solo

Blue Bird  Sung by Antonia Vivino

Abbe Road A Cappella

All Of Me  by John Legend
arr. by Matt Latta
Soloist: Benny Martinez

Ba$$in  by Yelle
arr. Emily McCrite
Soloists: Emily McCrite and Haley Perkins

Gota  by Peder Karlsson
Soloists: James Van Houten and Nicholas Meyer
SHOW ORDER
Small Group
Budapest
by George Ezra
Performed by Zanny Nicholas, Olivia Vargas, Madison Bellamy, Sara Gossom, Grace Kasemeier, Lillie Plaza

Show Choir
Mary Poppins Part III
Anything Can Happen
Step In Time
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
Soloists: Michelle Holland, Julene Jessel, Natasha Schlaffer

Music & Lyrics by
Richard M. Sherman
Robert B. Sherman arr. by Mac Huff

WHO’S IN THE CAST
VOCAL ENSEMBLE
Sydney Abdelmessih
Alysson Alberto
Caroline Alfred
Nicole Bakman
Lexi Bieniek
Nicolle Brower
Camryn Carbine
Paige Chumley
Zakary Cullen
Katie Decamp
Kat De Vere
Liliana Felix
Alicia Figueras
Cody Frisk
Kai Galvan
Samantha Garibay
Alexandra George
Paris Gillinger
Katie Guadagno
Isabel Guevara
April Hedge
Lauren Hernandez
Leslie Hernandez
Nicholas Johnson
Ben Jones
Colin Jones
Afton McCormak
Madison Mentzer
Nicolas Mintzer
Alyssa Morales
Shaun Nestor
Marie Pablo
Kimberly Pauls
Zainab Payind
Lillie Plaza
Patrick Ramos
Jack Reed
Esmeralda Ruelas
Gisela Franco
Jack Slotnick
Sara Steiner
Kate Stellmacher
Susana Suffolk
Isabella Torres
James Van Houten
Laura Villalba
WHO’S IN THE CAST
ADVANCED WOMEN’S CHOIR

Dionne Alvarado  Delaney Jones  Zanny Nicholas
Madison Bellamy  Janice Junek  Savannah Ozak
Marjolaine Bernstein  Grace Kasemeier  Kimberly Pauls
Nicolle Brower  Cami Lippert  Leah Robin
Madeleine Cassady  Rae Marcos  Abigail Shanks
Samantha Chimarusti  Sabrina May  Kathleen Soto Gisler
Kat De Vere  Kimberly Maynard  Emily Swanson
Lauren Freyling  Kira McFarlane  Olivia Vargas
Sara Gossom  Tori McLaughlin  Caitlin Vitancol
Katie Guadagno  Sadie Meyer
Ben Jones  Taylor Moreno

WOMEN’S CHOIR

Leslie Aguilar  Paris Gillinger  Leane Phan
Elise Barnathan  Isabella Jackson  Ruth Regi
Juliana Bellamy  Naomi Jackson  Heather Rhodes
Nicolle Brower  Julene Jessel  Emily Rummel
Samantha Brown  Nicole Jones  Liliana Sanchez
Emily Chung  Meghan Kolarik  Sophia Santitoro
Shira Cohen-Sitt  Anne Kroll  Jessica Smith
Emely Cortez  Megan Langley  Trupti Sriram
Nicole Corvi  Shrija Malla  Riley Stevens
Kat De Vere  Riley McDonough  Jena Storry
Katelynne Eber  Ashley Monroe  Michelle Torres
Natalia Enriquez  Samantha Munguia  Ashley Ward
Silvia Espinosa  Helen Muñoz  Kaitlyn Wardlow
Emma Flores  Theresa Nilson  Stephanie Zuniga
Jessica Foote

WHO’S IN THE CAST

SHOW CHOIR

Julia Augusta-Kelly  Andrea Guevara  Benny Martinez
Nicole Bakman     Felicity Gutierrez  Grant Measures
Marjolaine Bernstein Kayla Hamburg  Savannah Ozak
Emily Caal         Kayla Hoffman  Grace Phenicie
Georgia Caines     Michelle Holland  Rebecca Radvinsky
Jessica Cornel    Jordan Jackson  MacKenzie Rickaby
Jordyn Cruz       Miccala Jackson  Leah Robin
Katie Decamp      Julene Jessel  Madeline Rowe
Heather Diem      Alyssa Kaplan  Margot Rowe
Katie Dizon       Andrzej Krassner-Cybulski Hannah Rumble
Maya Efrat        Kylie Lafrenais  Natasha Schlaffer
Alexandria Evans  Rebecca Lang  Christopher Smith
Abi Franks        Graland Lapp  Cassandra Staples
Alexandria George Samantha Longtin  Judy Tanner
Paige Glickman    Amanda Marks  Hannah Thacker
Emma Gonzales     Danielle Williamson
Danielle Goudreau
Kyle Green

ABBE ROAD A CAPPELLA

Nicholas Amato  Matt Latta  Haley Perkins
Suzi Bloom    Benny Martinez  Judy Tanner
Eric Bui      Emily McCrite  James Van Houten
Sara Gossom   Grant Measures  Antonia Vivino
Kyle Green    Nicholas Meyer
Julene Jessel  Jose Palacios

### WHO’S IN THE CAST

#### MUSICAL THEATRE

| Maddie Cassady | Alyssa Kaplan | Janelle Miller |
| Jordyn Cruz   | Sarah Kay     | Alyssa Morales |
| Heather Diem  | Alisa Kingsbury | Mellissa Shilkoff |
| Maya Efrat    | Andrzej Krassner-Cybulski | Katie Soto Gisler |
| Kendall Green | Cami Lippert  | Judy Tanner |
| Kayla Hamburg | Cami Lippert  | Hannah Thacker |
| Miccala Jackson | Grant Measures | Mason Purece |
| Sydney James  | Sadie Meyer   | Antonia Vivino |

Once Upon A Mattress will be presented on December 11th and 12th.

### A SPECIAL THANKS TO...

- **SSHS Administration**: Laurie Hoffman
- **SSHS Faculty**: Ranjit Gill
- **SSHS Staff**: Judy Tanner
- **Boosters**: Suzi Bloom
- **Laurie & Jim Harrison**: Julene Jessel
- **Barry Shapiro from All About Printing**: Grant Measures
- **Emma Gonzales & Jillian Polancic, Graphic Design ROP**: Kat De Vere
- **It’s a New Day Prod.**: Katie DeCamp
- **Parent Volunteers**: Benny Martinez
- **Meredith DeVeere**: Matthew, Ezra & Langley Abbe
- **Tresa Jackson**: Judith S. Pahnke

Are you interested in becoming a sponsor of SSHS Performing Arts?

See more information on the Fundraising Page of the choir website

www.santasusanachoir.org
2 BRANCHES SERVING SIMI VALLEY

Cochran Street
(888) 738.5328

Tapo Canyon
(877) 974.5328

With this ad - Buy One Fire Island Bowl and get another one FREE with the Purchase of 2 drinks.
1230 Madera Rd  Simi Valley, Ca  805-581-1999

Jimmy Sill - Owner Operator Fire Island Grill
“We serve amazing Island-Inspired fresh food that offers a quick escape to the tropics.”
Cindy Graham Photography
www.cindygrahamphotography.com
Find me on Facebook!
805 377-9674

Safeway Driving School
Simi Valley
1999 First St
Corner of L.A. Ave. & First St. Next to Conroys Flowers
805.522.5646

2 locations to serve you!

Dancer’s Wearhouse
2808 Cochran St.
Simi Valley
(805) 578-4622
DancersWearhouseSimi.com

Pas De Deux
5853 Kanan Rd.
Agoura Hills
(818) 707-1425
PasDeDeuxDanceWear.com
Boccaccio's

TAKE-OUT MENU

HOURS
Lunch:
11:30am-2:30pm
Dinner:
5pm-10pm

32123 Lindero Canyon Rd. Suite 110
Westlake Village, CA 91361
tel: 818.889.8300
fax: 818.889.1415

www.boccacciosonthelake.com

DINNER

catering available
Everyone goes through challenging situations in life, and while you may have successfully navigated through other difficulties you've faced, there's nothing wrong with seeking out extra support when you need it. In fact, therapy is for people who have enough self-awareness to realize they need a helping hand, and that is something to be admired.

We help teens and parents with challenging issues that arise during high school and into college years. We also assist with career choices and college decisions.

**Services Include:**

- Teen Individual Therapy
- Career Coaching for Teens
- Supervised Visitations
- Co-Custody Parenting Classes
- Anger Management Classes
- Family Counseling Services
- Divorce Case Management
- Crisis Intervention Therapy
- Parenting Classes
- Court Approved Programs

**Contact Information**

**Simi Valley Location**
1633 Erringer, Suite 203 B
Simi Valley, CA, 93065
Email: info@cornerstonesv.com

**Thousand Oaks Location**
1 Church Road
Thousand Oaks, CA 91320
Website: www.CornerstoneSV.com

Call for an appointment: 805-582-2619 or 805-390-6384

Cornerstone Counseling Center was established in 1997. Cornerstone is approved by the Ventura County Courts. Cornerstone Staff has been a resource for NBC Dateline, the Dr. Phil Show, and local media. Staff have been repeat resources for the Oprah Winfrey Show and OWN and appeared on the show as a guest experts. Several celebrity clients have been successful clients of Cornerstone. We look forward to assisting you and your family. Some Insurance may apply.

Si Hablo Español – Por favor llame Numero: 818-454-4243
Theatre with an altitude!

Set in the mountains about two hours outside L.A. and taught by industry professionals, Camp Bravo offers an intensive course of study in theatre arts designed to provide insight, education and fun.

**MIDDLE SCHOOL PROGRAM**

Entering 7th through 9th grade
Ages 11-14

**JUNE 19 – JUNE 25, 2016**
**JULY 3 – JULY 9, 2016**

**HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM**

Entering 9th grade through College
Ages 14-18

**JUNE 19 – JUNE 25, 2016**
**JUNE 26 – JULY 2, 2016**
**JULY 3 – JULY 9, 2016**

For more information call 1-888-44-BRAVO or visit on line at www.campbravo.org